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Abstract 
Background: Temperament traits are of high importance across species. In humans, temperament or personality 
traits correlate with psychological traits and psychiatric disorders. In cattle, they impact animal welfare, product qual‑
ity and human safety, and are therefore of direct commercial importance. We hypothesized that genetic factors that 
contribute to variation in temperament among individuals within a species will be shared between humans and cat‑
tle. Using imputed whole‑genome sequence data from 9223 beef cattle from three cohorts, a series of genome‑wide 
association studies was undertaken on cattle flight time, a temperament phenotype measured as the time taken for 
an animal to cover a short‑fixed distance after release from an enclosure. We also investigated the association of cattle 
temperament with polymorphisms in bovine orthologs of risk genes for neuroticism, schizophrenia, autism spectrum 
disorders (ASD), and developmental delay disorders in humans.
Results: Variants with the strongest associations were located in the bovine orthologous region that is involved 
in several behavioural and cognitive disorders in humans. These variants were also partially validated in independ‑
ent cattle cohorts. Genes in these regions (BARHL2, NDN, SNRPN, MAGEL2, ABCA12, KIFAP3, TOPAZ1, FZD3, UBE3A, and 
GABRA5) were enriched for the GO term neuron migration and were differentially expressed in brain and pituitary 
tissues in humans. Moreover, variants within 100 kb of ASD susceptibility genes were associated with cattle tempera‑
ment and explained 6.5% of the total additive genetic variance in the largest cattle cohort. The ASD genes with the 
most significant associations were GABRB3 and CUL3. Using the same 100 kb window, a weak association was found 
with polymorphisms in schizophrenia risk genes and no association with polymorphisms in neuroticism and develop‑
mental delay disorders risk genes.
Conclusions: Our analysis showed that genes identified in a meta‑analysis of cattle temperament contribute to 
neuron development functions and are differentially expressed in human brain tissues. Furthermore, some ASD 
susceptibility genes are associated with cattle temperament. These findings provide evidence that genetic control of 
temperament might be shared between humans and cattle and highlight the potential for future analyses to leverage 
results between species.
© The Author(s) 2020. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing, 
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and 
the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material 
in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material 
is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the 
permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creat iveco 
mmons .org/licen ses/by/4.0/. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver (http://creat iveco mmons .org/publi cdoma in/
zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated in a credit line to the data.
Background
Temperament traits are of high importance across spe-
cies. In humans, temperament traits include person-
ality and behavior phenotypes such as extraversion, 
openness and neuroticism, and are genetically corre-
lated with several psychiatric disorders, both common 
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(such as major depression and anxiety disorders) and 
less common (such as schizophrenia and autism) 
[1–6]. In cattle, and other livestock species, tempera-
ment traits are of welfare and commercial importance 
because more docile animals can grow faster, are easier 
to transport and feed, and can have superior meat qual-
ity [7–12]. Moreover, reactive animals can also endan-
ger the safety of their contemporaries and also their 
human handlers.
Several studies on animal species have suggested 
that phenotypic and genetic overlap for temperament 
between humans and other mammalian species. A 
long-running genetic study of behavior in foxes found 
an overlap between genes that are involved in aggres-
sion, sociability and anxiety in this species and autism 
spectrum and bipolar disorders in humans [13]. In cat-
tle, several risk genes for human behavior and psychiatric 
disorders are also associated with temperament, docil-
ity and aggressiveness [14–17]. In terms of phenotypes, 
many studies have documented that characteristics such 
as hypersensitivity to sensory stimuli, fear in novel situ-
ations, visual thinking/ability to recall detail, are shared 
between animals and autistic people [18–20].
Temperament in cattle is measured as the response of 
the animal to handling or forced movement by humans 
[21]. Various measures for cattle have been proposed, 
including an electronically recorded phenotype called 
flight time. Flight time is defined as the time taken for 
an animal to cover a short-fixed distance after release 
from an enclosure [7, 21]. Animal responses to this test 
have been shown to be repeatable over time [7], and 
thus, flight time is routinely used by the cattle industry 
to measure temperament. More generally, flight time 
belongs to a group of restraint tests that measure both 
the animal’s response to human proximity and physical 
restraint. Estimated heritabilities for cattle temperament 
are moderate (average of 0.36 with a range of 0.05 to 0.70) 
with the variation in reported estimates due, in part, to 
study designs, but also to breed differences [7, 14–16, 21].
In humans, temperament is interchangeable with per-
sonality [7, 22–25] and is generally measured by using 
one of two taxonomies: the five-factor model [26, 27] or 
Cloninger temperament scales [22, 23]. The “Big-five” 
model has five domains: Extraversion, Neuroticism, 
Agreeableness, Conscientiousness and Openness, while 
Cloninger’s model has four main dimensions: Novelty 
Seeking, Harm Avoidance, Reward Dependence and Per-
sistence. An important point to note is that variation of 
temperament domains/dimensions is thought to be influ-
enced by activity in specific neurotransmitter pathways 
[25]. Based on twin and family studies, heritabilities for 
personality traits in humans are estimated to be around 
0.4 [28].
There is growing empirical evidence that suggests that 
orthologous genes control complex traits in different 
mammalian species [29–32]. For instance, Pryce et  al. 
[29] showed that genes associated with height in humans 
are also associated with stature in cattle. In a recent com-
parison between humans, cattle and dogs, Bouwman 
et al. [30] found that the genetic architecture of stature in 
cattle is similar to that in humans, in that it is highly poly-
genic with many polymorphisms of small effects; mul-
tiple loci associated with stature were shared across the 
three-species investigated. A comprehensive review of 
known mutations in genes that affect body size in domes-
tic species, mice and humans identified many common 
genes [31].
Here, our aim was to test the hypothesis that, as for 
stature, a common set of genes control temperament 
across two mammalian species, namely humans and cat-
tle. We hypothesized that genetic loci that contribute to 
variation between individuals will be shared across these 
species, and hence we used humans as a model organism 
for cattle to investigate the effect of genes related with 
human behavior and psychiatric disorders in cattle tem-
perament. In particular, we tested the enrichment of pol-
ymorphisms associated with cattle temperament in genes 
that are involved in four human psychiatric and person-
ality disorders traits, which have been most comprehen-
sively studied: neuroticism (NEU) [33], schizophrenia 
(SCZ) [34], autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [35], and 




The phenotype used was flight time, which is the elec-
tronically recorded time taken for an animal to cover 
1.7  m after being released from the weighing box. This 
temperament phenotype was measured for three tropi-
cally adapted beef cohorts: The Cooperative Research 
Centre-CRC dataset (Brahman and TropComp1) and a 
Tropical composite dataset 2 (TropComp2, with a dif-
ferent breed composition). The number of animals and 
other details of these cohorts can be found in (see Addi-
tional file 1: Table S1) and [15]. Prior to the analysis, we 
pre-processed phenotypes using a natural logarithm 
transformation and standardized it to have a mean of 0 
and a variance of 1 within each cohort.
Animals in the cohorts were genotyped in commer-
cial bovine arrays, either the Illumina BovineSNP50 or 
the Zoetis HD50K (50K markers). Monomorphic single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and those with more 
than 10% of animals with GenCall scores lower than 0.6 
were excluded. Animals with GenCall scores lower than 
0.9 were also removed. Following standard protocols for 
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bovine data [30, 37–40], genotypes were imputed twice, 
first to SNPs on the Illumina Bovine HD (HD) array and 
then to whole-genome sequence (WGS). The former 
was performed in FImpute2 [41] using a reference panel 
of 1500 cattle of relevant breeds genotyped for the HD 
array. The latter was done using Eagle [42], Minimac3 
[43] and a multi-breed reference panel of 472 sequenced 
animals, average of 11× coverage, from the 1000 Bull 
Genomes Project run 6 [37, 44]. The estimated imputa-
tion accuracy was reasonably high (average Minimac  r2 = 
0.88).
SNPs were then processed through a standard bovine 
quality control pipeline, filtered out within each cohort 
on minor allele frequency (MAF), which had to be lower 
than  10−4, extreme deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equi-
librium (HWE), pHWE had to be lower than  10−10, and 
imputation quality (Minimac  r2 < 0.6). MAF and HWE 
filters were implemented using PLINK1.9 [45]. Only 
autosomal SNPs were kept for further analysis. These 
filtering steps resulted in a similar number of imputed 
sequence variants as reported in other cattle studies [30, 
37, 40]. Details of the genetic similarity (principal com-
ponents (PC)) between the three cohorts are in Fig.  1. 
Due to the different levels of cross-breeding in the com-
posite animals, even the first PC (proportional to indicine 
content [15]) could differentiate between the cohorts.
Meta‑analysis
We conducted genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
on cattle flight time for three populations and conducted 
a meta-analysis of the results for a combined sample of 
9223 animals and 28.4 million imputed biallelic variants, 
including both SNPs and small insertions and deletions 
(INDEL). The number of animals and variants varied 
slightly between cohorts, ranging from 2112 to 4586 
animals and 24.8 to 28.2 million variants. Within each 
cohort, the model was fitted as:
where y is a vector of phenotypes (standardized natural 
logarithm of flight time), β is a vector of fixed effects 
including the genotype for the candidate SNP and all 
covariates (mean, log(age), and contemporary group 
(year, stud, and sex)), g is a vector of total additive genetic 




 , where G is the genomic rela-
tionship matrix (GRM) generated from imputed 
sequence variants, σ 2g  is the additive genetic variance, and 
ε is a vector of random residuals ε ∼ N(0, Iσ 2ε  ). X and Z 
are design matrices for the fixed and random effects, 
respectively. The GRM was constructed following [46]. 
Note that this is an additive model for the SNP that 
(1)y = Xβ+ Zg + ε,
assumes that the effect of having two copies of the non-
reference allele is twice the effect of having one only.
GWAS were performed in GCTA [47]. Results for all 
cohorts were combined using a fixed effects inverse-var-
iance weighted meta-analysis as implemented in METAL 
[48]. We used a significance threshold of P < 5 ×10−8, 
which corresponded to a false discovery rate (FDR) of 
0.01. Figures throughout the article were generated using 
R [49]. The meta-analysis lead variants were identified 
using clumping in PLINK1.9 [45] with parameters: P <5 ×
10−8, 5-Mb windows, and  r2 = 0.1.
Validation test of variants identified in the meta‑analysis
Statistically significant variants in the meta-analysis were 
tested for replication using GWAS summary statistics for 
docility scores in five independent cohorts of Bos taurus 
breeds (Angus, Charolais, Hereford, Limousin, and Sim-
mental) from the Irish national breeding program [50]. 
Docility score is a temperament phenotype in cattle that 
reflects cattle response to human handling on an ordinal 
scale (1 = “Aggressive” to 10 = “Docile”) and is recorded 
by trained classifiers. On this scale, we assume docility 
score to be positively correlated with flight time. Variants 
identified in the meta-analysis with a P < 0.05 in the vali-
dation GWAS were considered validated. To approximate 
a null distribution for the number of variants expected by 
chance in the validation GWAS using this criterion, we 
also ran a permutation test (10,000 replicates per cohort, 
50,000 in all five cohorts). The number of animals and 
variants for the validation cohorts and a sign test of con-
cordance for the latter are in (see Additional file 1: Tables 
S2 and S3), respectively. A summary of the methodology 
for the GWAS in these validation cohorts is also available 
in Additional file 2.
Mapping and functional annotation of genes 
from the meta‑analysis
Two methods were used to annotate the variants that 
were identified in the meta-analysis to putative candi-
date genes. First, we identified protein-coding genes 
within 200 kb of the clumping window that contained the 
top associated variant. Second, we ran a gene set-based 
association analysis using summary statistics from the 
meta-analysis in fastBAT/GCTA [51] using the combined 
genotypes for the three populations as a linkage disequi-
librium (LD) reference panel.
Functional annotation of human orthologous genes 
identified in the meta-analysis was carried out using 
STRINGv11 [52]. We also investigated differential 
expression (DE) of human orthologous genes identified 
in the meta-analysis in GTEx v6 [53] tissues using FUMA 
[54].
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Enrichment of NEU, SCZ, ASD and DDD genes in cattle 
temperament
We located bovine orthologous genes associated with NEU 
[33], SCZ [34], ASD [35], and DDD [36] using the UMD3.1 
bovine reference genome. The orthology annotation was 
done as follows. Highly conserved genes were obtained 
using bovine orthologs genes from Biomart Ensembl 94 
with the following quality control criteria for the genes: 
Fig. 1 Cattle cohorts included in the meta‑analysis. a Tropical composite (Santa Gertrudis) and b Brahman bulls. c Distribution of the first principal 
component (PC) for all three cohorts. The first PC is proportional to the indicine content (Bos indicus) of the animal with the Brahman population 
having a higher content than any of the composite breeds. d Joint distribution of first and second PC for all three cohorts
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they had to be at least 60% identical to target human genes, 
to have a protein-coding function, and to be located on 
autosomal chromosomes. Given that the genes involved in 
developmental delay disorders are related to a very broad 
spectrum of disease/phenotypes with varying levels of evi-
dence for functional consequence, DDD genes were fur-
ther filtered to have a “confirmed” status, “loss of function” 
mutation consequence, and to be related to “Brain/Cogni-
tion” phenotypes.
SNPs and INDEL were mapped to genes based on 
boundaries of ±100 kb of the gene start and end sites. We 
chose this window size because of the levels of LD in the 
tropically adapted animals used in the analysis. A previous 
study used a window of 500 kb for Bos taurus breeds [29] 
which have longer tracts of LD when compared with Bos 
indicus and composite breeds [55]. In addition, [56] showed 
that even at 70 kb the levels of LD in tropically adapted beef 
cattle are not small (0.1 3 < r2 < 0.16). Thus, a 100-kb win-
dow provided an intermediate compromise. In total, we 
tested the effects for 263, 577, 101 and 63 bovine ortholo-
gous genes that are involved in SCZ, NEU, DDD, and ASD, 
respectively (see Additional file 1: Tables S4–S7). The total 
number of variants in these gene sets in our larger cohort 
(TropComp2) were 584,889, 382,996, 287,480 and 159,455 
variants for SCZ, NEU, DDD, and ASD, respectively.
We tested for enrichment of SNP associations with 
bovine temperament in genomic regions surrounding 
bovine orthologous genes to the above four disorders in 
two ways: (1) using data from the association meta-anal-
ysis, we compared observed versus expected distribution 
of χ2 test statistics and identified SNPs that were asso-
ciated with flight time (P < 1 ×10−4), and (2) using data 
from the largest cohort (TropComp2 with 4586 animals), 
we estimated the percentage of additive genetic variance 
explained by these SNPs using a model with two GRM, one 
for variants around (100 kb) genes in each set and another 
one for the remaining ones in the bovine genome:
 



















xij = 0, 1, 2, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , k1;
In addition to the terms defined in Eq.  (1), Z1 and g1 
denote the design matrix and additive genetic effects for 
variants in the gene set tested ( k1 ). Z2and g2 represent 
the design matrix and additive genetic effects for variants 
in the rest of the bovine genome ( k2 ). G1 , G2 and W1 , W2 
are the corresponding GRM matrices and standardized 
genotype matrices for variants in these two gene sets. pj 
denotes the non-reference allele frequency for variant j . 
We estimated σ 2g1 and σ
2




Imputed whole-genome sequence based GWAS of cattle 
flight time were conducted in three cohorts of tropically 
adapted breeds (one Bos indicus and two composite Bos 
taurus/Bos indicus) with 9223 animals and 28.4 million 
variants (Fig. 1). Genomic heritability estimates for cattle 
flight time in these cohorts were moderate to high, rang-
ing from 0.26 (0.03) to 0.49 (0.05), and in close agreement 
with previous estimates for cattle temperament using just 
pedigree (ancestry) information [7, 15, 16, 21]. For each 
cohort, the ratio of the observed to expected median test 
statistic showed no evidence of genomic inflation (0.937 
≤  gc ≤ 1.001, [see Additional file 1: Table S1]).
In the association meta-analysis (Fig.  2), we identi-
fied 115 genome-wide significant variants (P < 5 ×10−8 
and FDR = 0.01) which were mostly intergenic (108 
intergenic, 5 downstream and 2 upstream of genes). 
These variants mapped to two independent genomic 
regions (clumping), located on bovine chromosomes 
3 and 21. The regions contained four protein-coding 
genes BARHL2, NDN, SNRPN, and MAGEL2 (Fig.  2 
and Table 1). GWAS summary statistics for all variants 
in the meta-analysis are part of this manuscript and are 
provided in Additional file 3.
Through gene set-based association analysis [51], we 
further identified six protein-coding genes that were sig-
nificantly associated with flight time (ABCA12, KIFAP3, 



















xij = 0, 1, 2, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , k2,
k1 + k2 = k .
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Fig. 2 GWAS meta‑analysis results for cattle temperament. Shown are association statistics [− log10(P)] ordered by genome position (a) and the 
corresponding QQ‑plot (b). Candidate genes shown in (a) are protein‑coding genes mapped by physical distance (within 200 kb of the clumping 
window that contained lead variant)
Table 1 Estimated lead variants (2) associated with cattle flight time in the meta-analysis
Lead variants are obtained using clumping for all variants with P < 5 × 10−8, clumping windows of 5 Mb and  r2 = 0.1
a %Vg = 2*FreqA1*FreqA2*b2/Vg*100, Vg = 0.259 (TropComp2)
b Direction of SNP effect in each cohort of the meta-analysis (TropComp1, Brahman, TropComp2)
c Protein-coding genes within 200 kb of the clumping window. Distance from top variant in parenthesis
Chr bp A1/A2 Freq (A1) b (A1) P %Vga Dirb Variant type Candidate  genesc
3 52,892,109 A/C 0.56 − 0.089 2 ×  10−9 1.50 – Intergenic BARHL2 (196 kb)
21 1,058,688 A/C 0.48 − 0.107 3 ×  10−10 2.19 – Intergenic MAGEL2 (274 kb), NDN 
(321 kb) SNRPN 
(1033 kb)
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file 1: Table S8]). The variants identified in the meta-anal-
ysis of cattle flight time were thus mapped to 10 protein-
coding genes [see Additional file 1: Table S9].
In terms of functional annotation of human ortholo-
gous genes, we found that three (NDN, BARHL2, and 
FZD3) out of 10 genes identified in the meta-analysis 
were enriched for the GO term neuron migration (GO 
term: 0001764, FDR = 0.01) and were also differentially 
expressed in several human tissues (Fig.  3). In particu-
lar, these genes were up-regulated in: 2/30 general tissue 
types (brain and pituitary) and 4/53 tissue types (brain 
nucleus accumbens basal ganglia, brain hypothalamus, 










Fig. 3 Differential expression (up‑regulation) in GTEx tissues of human orthologous genes associated with cattle temperament in the 
meta‑analysis. Tissues for which up‑regulation is statistically significant after Bonferroni correction are shown in red. Ten protein‑coding genes were 
associated with cattle temperament in the meta‑analysis: BARHL2, NDN, SNRPN, MAGEL2, ABCA12, KIFAP3, TOPAZ1, FZD3, UBE3A, and GABRA5. Analysis 
were performed in FUMA
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Validation tests of variants in five independent cattle 
populations
Of the 115 variants from two genomic loci identified in 
the meta-analysis, 73 were also significantly associated 
with docility scores (P < 0.05 in the validation GWAS) 
in at least one of the replication cohorts. This number 
of validated variants is significantly larger than expected 
by chance (29.6 in 50,000 replicates, P < 2 ×10−5). All 
validated variants were located on chromosome 21 and 
were mostly breed-specific (only 5 out of the 73 validated 
variants segregated in two breeds). When looking at the 
meta-analysis of identified variants within individual 
cohorts, we found that 30 out of 99 polymorphic vari-
ants were associated with docility scores in Charolais ani-
mals (P < 0.05 in the validation GWAS). The number of 
validated variants for Limousin and Simmental animals 
was 24 out of 99 and 24 out of 74, respectively. No vari-
ants were validated in the Angus and Hereford cohorts 
although 83 and 101 out of 115 were polymorphic. Fur-
ther details for the variant validation and the permuta-
tion test can be found in (see Additional file 1: Table S2).
All allele substitution effects for validated variants in 
the Charolais population had the same direction as in 
the meta-analysis but the opposite direction in the Lim-
ousin and Simmental populations, which implies that 
there are differences of variant effect direction across 
breeds (sign test of concordance, Fig.  4 and [see Addi-
tional file 1: Table S3]). This was the case for instance, for 
the top signal from the meta-analysis (SNP rs137773155 
on chromosome 21, bp 1,058,688) which was validated 
in the Simmental population but with an allele substitu-
tion effect in the opposite direction to that estimated in 
the meta-analysis, e.g. a copy of the C allele at this SNP 
decreased the flight time in tropically adapted cattle but 
increased the docility score in the Simmental animals.
Enrichment of NEU, SCZ, ASD and DDD genes in cattle 
temperament
There were two salient characteristics of the bovine 
orthologous genes involved in the four disorders tested. 
First, there was very little overlap between the NEU, SCZ, 
ASD and DDD gene sets (Fig. 5, top panel). For instance, 
there was no single gene that was common among the 
four gene sets. Second, these gene sets tend to be very 
large in physical size (gene length) as is typical for brain-
associated genes (Fig. 5, bottom panel).
We found no difference between the percentage of vari-
ance explained by variants located in or close (100 kb) to 
577 NEU and 101 DDD susceptibility genes and variants 
in random gene sets of similar size. That is, the 450,283 
and 332,396 variants that mapped to bovine orthologous 
to the NEU and DDD genes in the largest animal cohort 
(TropComp2) explained negligible variance, not differ-
ent from zero, of the additive genetic variance in a model 
with one genomic relationship matrix (GRM) for these 
variants and another one with the remaining variants in 
the bovine genome (Eq.  (2) in “Methods”). Results were 
similar for the other two bovine cohorts with no enrich-
ment in bovine temperament of genes involved in NEU 
and DDD.
We found evidence of an association stronger than 
expected by chance between variants in the 63 ASD 
risk genes and cattle flight time. Out of the 183,880 
SNPs in or close (100  kb) to bovine ASD orthologs in 
the meta-analysis, there were 13 SNPs associated with 
cattle flight time (P < 1×10−4) located in two regions 
on chromosomes 2 and 21 (see Additional file 4: Figure 
S1). Each of the two lead SNPs explained 0.9% of the 
additive genetic variance for cattle flight time (Table 2). 
The two candidate genes in these regions included 
bovine orthologs for the gamma-aminobutyric acid 
type A receptor beta3 subunit (GABRB3), and cullin 3 
(CUL3). Moreover, SNPs in and around the ASD genes 
explained a significantly higher percentage of the addi-
tive genetic variance in cattle temperament when com-
pared to random gene sets of similar size in the largest 
cohort available (TropComp2). Variants in and around 
63 bovine ASD orthologs explained 6.5% of the additive 
genetic variance in the model with two GRM (Eq.  (2)) 
in the largest cattle cohort, while on average random 
gene sets of similar size (same number of genes and 
similar size of genes) as in the ASD set only explained 
1% of the additive genetic variance (P = 0.04 over 250 
random permutations, (Fig.  6)). Using data from a 
bovine gene expression atlas [57], we also confirmed 
that ASD genes are differentially expressed in bovine 
brain tissue [see Additional file 1: Table S10, Additional 
file 2, and Additional file 4: Figure S2].
Some evidence of an association stronger than 
expected by chance was also found for the 584,889 vari-
ants in or close to the 263 SCZ susceptibility genes in 
the largest cattle cohort. Combined together these 
(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 4 Validation of variants identified in the meta‑analysis (115 variants) in five independent Bos taurus cohorts (P < 0.05 in validation cohort). Plots 
show Z‑statistics for the variants in the meta‑analysis (temperament) and validation GWAS (docility score). The allele substitution effect of variants 
associated with flight time is assumed to have the same direction as for docility scores (1 = “Aggressive” to 10 = “Docile”). Across all cohorts, there 
were 73/115 validated variants (P < 2 ×  10−5, permutation test), all located on chromosome 21, and 30/73 variants had the expected direction (P = 
0.01, sign test of concordance), all found in Charolais animals
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y = 0.37x + 0.002
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Fig. 5 Bovine orthologous of genes involved in schizophrenia (SCZ), autism spectrum disorders (ASD), developmental delay disorders (DDD) and 
neuroticism (NEU). a shows the overlap between them. b–e show the decile distribution of the physical size of genes within each set. Horizontal 
dashed lines represent the expected proportion of genes on each decile
Table 2 Estimated lead variants within ± 100 kb of ASD genes associated with cattle flight time in the meta-analysis
Lead variants are obtained using clumping for all variants with P < 1 × 10−4, clumping windows of 5 Mb and  r2 = 0.1
a %Vg = 2*FreqA1*FreqA2*b2/Vg*100, Vg = 0.259 (TropComp2)
b Direction of SNP effect in each cohort of the meta-analysis (TropComp1, Brahman, TropComp2)
c Protein-coding genes within 200 kb of the clumping window. Distance from top variant in parenthesis
Chr Bp A1/A2 Freq (A1) b (A1) P %Vga Dirb Variant type Candidate  genesc
2 113,546,307 T/C 0.222 − 0.082 2.3 × 10−5 0.90 – Intergenic CUL3 (59 kb)
21 4,115,188 A/G 0.344 − 0.072 8.0 × 10−6 0.90 ‑+‑ Intergenic GABRB3 (28 kb)
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variants explained 5.6% of the additive genetic variance 
in the model with two GRM (Eq.  (2)). Although this 
result was not statistically significant (P = 0.14 over 
250 replicates), random sets of genes of similar size to 
SCZ genes explained, on average, only 2% of the addi-
tive genetic variance (Fig.  6). The weak enrichment of 
SCZ genes was robust to an increasing number of per-
mutations in the randomized permutation test (P = 
0.13 over 1000 replicates). Moreover, the SCZ genes 
had very little overlap with the ASD genes (3 of 263 
SCZ genes were also involved in ASD, Fig. 5).
Discussion
Genome-wide association meta-analysis of three cat-
tle cohorts measured for the temperament trait of flight 
time identified significant independent associations at 
two genomic regions on bovine chromosomes 3 and 21. 
Variants in these regions were validated in independ-
ent cattle cohorts and mapped to 10 human orthologous 
genes. These genes are biologically enriched in neuron 
migration and differentially expressed in brain and pitui-
tary human tissues. The human genomic region (15q11-
q13) that is orthologous to the top associated region in 
the flight time meta-analysis (start of bovine chromo-
some 21) encompasses genes that have been implicated 
in several behavioural and cognitive disorders, includ-
ing childhood obesity [58], epilepsy [59] and the genetic 
disorders Angelman and Prader-Willi syndromes [60, 
61]. Mouse and rat models have shown that copy num-
ber variation in this region is involved in feeding dis-
orders, delayed motor skills development, and altered 
circadian rhythm [62–64]. In cattle, variants in this 
region, located at the start of chromosome 21, are associ-
ated with aggressiveness [14] and fertility [65, 66]. There 
is also growing evidence for the role of synaptic plasticity 
in the domestication of the fox and dog [13, 67, 68]. In 
fox, for instance, genomic regions that differentiate tame 
and aggressive animals include GABBR1 and GABRA3 
and other receptor-coding genes. The closely-related 
GABRB2 is also associated with anxiety in chickens [69]. 
Genes identified in the meta-analysis of cattle tempera-
ment add support to this body of evidence.
There are some limitations to our findings. One poten-
tial caveat could be the effect of residual population 
stratification on these results which would increase the 
number of false positives. In order to control for popu-
lation stratification, models for each cohort included 
all available covariates: age, contemporary group (year, 
stud, sex), the GRM fitted as a random effect, as well as 
genomic control (  gc) correction in the meta-analysis. 
Any residual population stratification is likely to be very 
small as the genomic inflation factor (  gc) is very close 
to 1 (within cohorts 0.937 ≤  gc ≤ 1.001 and meta-anal-
ysis  gc = 1.025, [see Additional file  1: Table  S1]). We 
adopted this conservative approach to control for larger 
traces of LD due to small effective population size in cat-
tle [55, 70].
Another potential caveat is the incomplete validation 
of the variants identified in the meta-analysis. This may 
be explained by the lower heritability of docility score 
[7, 50], the fact that it is a different but correlated trait 
to flight time, and different genetic backgrounds of the 
validation cohorts (Bos taurus) to the breeds included in 
the meta-analysis (Bos indicus and composite Bos taurus 
and Bos indicus) (see Additional file  4: Figure S3). It is 
important to note that the three breeds for which vari-
ants were validated, Charolais, Limousin, and Simmental 
(continental breeds), are genetically and phenotypically 
more related to each other, than the Angus and Hereford 
animals (British breeds) [50]. Moreover, there was more 
Fig. 6 Randomized permutation test results over 250 replicates. 
Distribution of the proportion of genetic variance explained in 
the TropComp2 cohort by random gene sets for a model that fits 
simultaneously the variants within +/‑ 100 kb of the random gene 
set (Vg1) and the remaining variants (Vg2) in the bovine genome. 
Blue vertical lines display mean values of the distribution. Results for 
ASD (159,455 SNPs) and SCZ (584,889 SNPs) genes are also shown as 
vertical red lines
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power to estimate variant effects in these continental 
breeds as these cohorts had the largest sample sizes in 
the validation GWAS (31,049 Charolais, 35,159 Limou-
sin and 8632 Simmental). In addition, the opposite than 
expected direction of association for Limousin and Sim-
mental cattle may be due to different haplotypes, at the 
chromosome 21 locus, between these two breeds and 
Charolais. However, overall our results provide evidence 
that the genomic regions associated with temperament in 
the meta-analysis might also be of importance in other 
breeds.
There was enrichment for associations with bovine 
temperament for ASD genes, weaker enrichment for 
SCZ, but a lack of enrichment for NEU and DDD genes. 
These results could be due to several reasons: inadequate 
mapping of susceptibility genes from the human GWAS, 
lack of concordance of traits between humans and cat-
tle, and different age-of-onset between the diseases. With 
regard to the mapping of susceptibility genes, NEU and 
SCZ genes are derived mainly from GWAS data, in which 
a SNP association may map to multiple genes. In con-
trast, the ASD and DDD susceptibility genes used here 
were identified through whole exome sequencing studies 
in proband-parent trios [35, 36, 71] with some evidence 
that they are causally associated. However, for ASD only 
about 10 to 15% of cases can be attributed to rare ger-
mline mutations and thus, for most cases, its etiology is 
polygenic [72], showing relatively weak genetic correla-
tions with other psychiatric and personality disorders 
[73]. Another potential explanation, based on the evi-
dence for distinct developmental profiles in social com-
munication difficulties [74], is the substantially different 
age-of-onset for ASD when compared to NEU and SCZ. 
Temperament in beef cattle is measured in young ani-
mals that just reached puberty, 10 to 14  months in our 
cohorts, and thus it is possible that flight time could be 
better suited to capture the effect of early age-of-onset 
disorders, such as ASD. Therefore, the combination of 
susceptibility genes mapping, number of known de novo 
mutations, and age-of-onset make ASD a unique disor-
der among those tested.
As noted before, we are not the first to suggest a con-
nection between ASD and animal behavior. Kukekova 
et  al [13] found an overlap between genes involved in 
aggression, sociability and anxiety in foxes and genes 
involved in ASD. One of these overlapping genes is 
MAGEL2 and is located in the region containing the 
most significant variant in the meta-analysis (P = 3 × 
 10−10) that explains 2.2% of the additive genetic vari-
ance of cattle temperament (Table 1).
Conclusions
Our analysis of genetic factors that contribute to vari-
ation in temperament traits shared across humans 
and cattle revealed an association of ASD susceptibil-
ity genes with cattle temperament, with GABRB3 and 
CUL3 being the most strongly associated genes. Over-
all, the genes identified in the meta-analysis contribute 
to neuron development functions and are differentially 
expressed in human brain and pituitary tissues. These 
findings provide quantitative molecular evidence that 
genetic control of temperament traits might be shared 
across humans and cattle and highlight the potential 
for future analyses to leverage results between spe-
cies, exploiting potential species-specific advantages in 
experimental designs.
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